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Executive Summary 

Children who experience traumatic events early in life, particularly complex trauma 
involving ongoing incidents of abuse and violence, often develop social, emotional, 
health and behavioural problems as adolescents and adults. Children experiencing 
homelessness as a result of family violence fall into this category. Recent studies in 
neuroscience have noted that such experiences may damage a child’s developing 
brain (Perry, 2009).  

Traditional models of therapy appear to be ineffective in helping children recover 
from such trauma (Perry and Hambrick, 2008). Children experiencing homelessness 
have additional barriers in accessing and responding to healing interventions 
because they are often deprived of key elements of therapeutic success – safety, 
security, and stability. 

The Animal Assisted Education and Therapy group (AAET) was implemented by 
WAYSS in 2005 in response to the needs of children accessing WAYSS services. The 
AAET group, which is fully funded by WAYSS, was established to offer therapeutic 
intervention to children residing in transitional housing, and to provide a continuity 
of care that is often difficult for children accompanying a parent in a homelessness 
service to access. Barriers to accessible services for children result from Supported 
Assistance and Accommodation Program (SAAP) services that are not designed to 
meet the specific needs of children (Kirkman, Keys, Turner & Bodzak, 2009). It is 
also due to the fact that children accompanying parents in SAAP services are not 
recognised as clients in their own right (Wright-Howie, 2006). WAYSS regards the 
accompanying children as clients in their own right. The current group model is 
unique to WAYSS as it has been developed using a child-centred holistic approach 
in which the child receives ongoing case management support. WAYSS contracts 
the group sessions to Empathy Education & Training (EE&T), a consultancy that 
designs and delivers animal assisted therapy programs for children. 

From anecdotal evidence, the children who attended the group showed dramatic 
improvement in many areas of their lives. WAYSS commissioned this pilot 
evaluation to assess the effectiveness of the model of the group for children and 
young people affected by homelessness and family violence. WAYSS sought 
feedback from children and young people who had attended the group, using semi-
structured interviews to hear their views of their experiences of the group. 

The research highlighted the significance of the group. Overwhelmingly, the 
research participants expressed enjoyment of the group. Prior to attending the 
group, many described themselves as angry, scared or quiet and shy. After the 
group, they talked about gaining confidence, becoming independent and more 
sociable. Most significant was the knowledge and insight they had gained about 
animals and the empathy they experienced in comforting scared, frightened 
animals.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY CONT’D 

Many also demonstrated a capacity to transfer learned empathy into other social 
and familial relationships, and into more socially acceptable behaviours elsewhere. 
The group appears to have helped them reconnect with peers and society giving 
them the opportunity to resume more beneficial development. 

As a pilot evaluation, this research endorsed the anecdotal evidence obtained by 
WAYSS on the value and importance of this innovative therapeutic program for 
homeless children traumatised by family violence. It points to the need for more 
rigorous and thorough evaluation using measures to assess changes in these 
children’s trauma symptoms, their ability to regulate their emotions and their 
behavioural responses to anger and fear. Further research is being planned.  

The project has the potential to contribute internationally to innovative therapeutic 
responses to children who have been affected by abuse, violence and 
homelessness. 

 

■ ■ ■ 
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Introduction 

The Animal Assisted Education and Therapy (AAET) group is run by WAYSS Ltd, 
who contract the group sessions to Empathy Education & Training (EE&T), the 
consultancy company that designs and delivers the fundamental structure of the 
group sessions. The group is aimed at children who are living in Transitional 
Housing Management (THM) accommodation/safe housing with their mothers after 
fleeing domestic violence. The first condition of recovery from violence and abuse is 
safety (Bancroft & Silverman, 2002). While living in this accommodation, the parent 
of the child receives case management support from a WAYSS caseworker, who has 
a primary role to assist the family into long-term, safe and secure housing. For the 
duration of this support period, the child is case managed by the WAYSS Children’s 
Caseworker who is an active and integral practitioner in the AAET group model.  

CAPRA was asked to evaluate the AAET group. CAPRA commenced this evaluation 
by consulting with the children and young people who had attended the group for 
various periods of time since the group began. This was a preliminary evaluation in 
order to develop a full scale evaluation. Particular attention was given to ensuring, 
as far as possible, that no harm was done to the children during the course of the 
evaluation. 

 

 

Theoretical Background 

Children who experience traumatic events early in life often develop social, 
emotional, health and behavioural problems as adolescents and adults. This is 
especially the case when they have experienced complex trauma, involving ongoing 
incidents across time, that may impact significantly on normal developmental 
progress. Children experiencing homelessness as a result of family violence fall into 
this category, as homeless children have a higher level of developmental delay 
(Sherman & Redlener, 2003). These children may become traumatised (Fuller, 
McGraw & Goodyear 2000). Developments in the neurobiology of trauma are now 
informing therapeutic interventions in trauma recovery for children. This knowledge 
suggests that therapeutic change comes from targeting those areas of the brain 
where trauma may be stored. Traditional cognitive-behavioural approaches are 
found to be less effective (Perry, 2006). 

 

Family Violence 

Family violence includes violent, threatening or controlling behaviour that occurs in 
current or past family, domestic or intimate relationships. This encompasses not 
only physical injury that may result in death, but also direct and indirect threats, 
sexual assault, emotional and psychological torment, economic control, property 
damage, social isolation and behaviour such as stalking, which causes a person to 
live in fear (Bedi & Goddard, 2007; McGee, 2000). Child abuse and family violence 
often co-exist, with violence sometimes being directed at children (Goddard & 
Hiller, 1993; Stanley & Goddard, 2002). 
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It is also a form of psychological abuse if a child hears or witnesses violence 
directed towards another, even if the child is not a primary victim (Bedi & Goddard, 
2007; Victoria Police, 2005). 

 

Homelessness 

A homeless person is without a conventional home and lacks most of the economic 
and social supports that a home normally affords. They are often disconnected from 
the support of relatives and friends, have few independent resources and frequently 
no immediate means of self support. They are in danger of falling below the poverty 
line, at least from time to time. A person is homeless if she or he has inadequate 
access to safe and secure housing (Supported Accommodation Assistance Program 
Act, 1994). 

In most cases, by the time the mother and child/children become clients of WAYSS, 
they have already experienced several periods of homelessness. This may include 
nights spent in motels, in women’s refuges, temporary stay with friends or 
relatives, sleeping in a car, or constantly moving from place to place, including 
interstate. It then takes time for children to settle into this secure environment. 
Children often put mattresses together in one room so that they don’t have to sleep 
alone. Sometimes they make cubbies and ‘hidey holes’ with blankets, doonas, 
pillows, toys and even food. Mothers explain that this is how they lived at home, 
hiding or staying in their hidey holes for hours at a time to keep safe. 

 

Children’s Experiences of Family Violence and Homelessness 

Every year, thousands of children in the company of their mother become homeless 
and seek housing and support from homelessness and family violence agencies and 
services. Children in homeless families are the largest single group who seek 
support from the homelessness service system in Australia (Homelessness Australia 
Factsheet ‘Homelessness and Children’). 

Barriers to accessible services for children result from SAAP services that are not 
designed to meet the specific needs of children (Kirkman, Keys, Turner & Bodzak, 
2009). It is also due to the fact that children accompanying parents in SAAP 
services are not recognised as clients in their own right (Wright-Howie, 2006). 

When women and children are forced into homelessness because of family violence, 
they lose more than the immediate roof over their heads. They are often taking the 
first steps into a poverty trap that may see them spiral into a lengthy period of 
homelessness, where family and social supports deteriorate and access to secure 
and safe long term housing is elusive. For children living with, and then fleeing 
from, family violence, enduring the loss of home, possessions, pets, 
neighbourhood, school, and friends, has powerful and resounding traumatic effects.  
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WAYSS Ltd 

WAYSS is a registered not-for-profit community based company, providing 
homelessness support services; family violence support services and transitional 
housing for women and children, and other specialist services. WAYSS is funded to 
provide many of these services under the Supported Accommodation & Assistance  

Program (SAAP). SAAP is a major part of Australia’s overall response to 
homelessness and represents a broader social safety net designed to help people in 
crisis in the community. SAAP supports a diverse range of people, including parents 
with children accompanying them. An accompanying child is a person under 18 
years who accompanies a client to a to a SAAP agency during a support period. 
(Homeless Children in SAAP 2004-05: summary findings). WAYSS strives to regard 
an accompanying child as a client in their own right. 

The Case Management support for the child’s mother is a collaborative approach 
(between client and caseworker) aimed at empowering and working effectively with 
her. It aims to ensure that the needs of the family are met no matter how much 
those needs change while the family is engaged with the service. This strengthens 
the mother’s capacity to be actively involved in her child’s case management and 
subsequent participation in the AAET group. 

Transitional Home Management is medium term accommodation. Through its 
Transitional Housing Management (THM) program and Family Violence Crisis and 
Outreach Programs, WAYSS accommodates hundreds of these children 
accompanying a parent every year. Transitional housing is bridging 
accommodation, aimed to be short-term, where a woman and her children can stay 
while she works with the caseworker to attain long-term secure and safe housing. 
While children know it is temporary or short-term, they adapt quickly to a real 
sense of safety that is provided through risk management and safety planning that 
is put into place as part of their mother’s case management. This is a window of 
opportunity in terms of therapeutic intervention, as the secure accommodation and 
attached support allow the family to stabilise, and the child is given case 
management support and care.  

It is from this target group that children participating in the AAET group are 
selected. 

 

WAYSS Children’s Services Case Management Model 

WAYSS case workers work with clients using a case management framework, a 
process that is modified to suit individual client needs and the model of service 
delivery. Case Workers adhere to and uphold the client’s rights and the basic 
principles underpinning case management. 

The parents and the child/children are placed in Transitional Housing Management 
(THM short term supported) accommodation. Children are assessed as clients in 
their own right, within the context of the family which includes one on one direct 
support of children. A comprehensive collaborative case management plan is 
developed with the parent and the parent’s caseworker. WAYSS liaises with and 
advocates for children with schools. Placement in the AAET Group is implemented.  
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WAYSS LTD CONT’D 

The ongoing case management of the child by the children’s caseworker is an 
integral assessment and planning process that identifies and considers the 
educational, health, cultural, social and emotional needs of each individual child. 

 
WAYSS Children’s Services Case Management Model 

HOLISTIC CHILD 
CENTRED SUPPORT

ENTRANCE INTO 
WAYSS SERVICES

CLIENT ENTERS CASE 
MANAGEMENT AND 

TRANSITIONAL 
HOUSING SUPPPORT

FAMILY REFERRED TO 
CHILDREN’S CASE 

WORKER (INTERNAL 
ONLY)

CASE PLANS SET UP 
FOR PARENT AND 

CHILD-WORK UNDER 
CASE MANAGEMENT 
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SCHOOLING 
SUPPORT/NET

WORKING
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THERAPY 

CONTINUATION OF 
CASE MANGEMENT 

SUPPORTS AND 
STRENGTHENING SET 

GOALS AND CASE 
PLANS TO REACH 

LONG TERM SECURE 
HOUSING

 

 

 

 

Empathy Education & Training 
Empathy Education & Training (EE&T) is a privately run consultancy that specializes 
in the design and delivery of animal assisted programs for children experiencing 
trauma related to violence and abuse, neglect and homelessness. 

Programs are designed to mitigate the effects of complex trauma on children. It 
uses the human animal bond to assist children to begin their participation in their 
healing from trauma. Interaction with calm, happy animals suggests safety in the 
first instance. The presence and conduct of adult leaders further strengthens the 
sense of safety that must be present before the children are able to move from the 
state of fear that has become familiar to them. The program design provides a 
framework of repeated activities that engage the children while offering them 
repeated experiences of calm and safety. 

The animals are cared for by the staff who run and present the programs. The bond 
between program presenters and the animals is clearly demonstrated in the 
knowledge they have of each individual animal, and in the response of the animals 
to their handlers. Each animal is referred to by its name, and the participating 
children are invited to develop their own relationships with the animals during the 
course of the program. 

The welfare of the animals is a priority. EE&T believe that the desired healing 
interaction between the children and the animals can only occur when the animals  
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are healthy and relaxed in the therapeutic environment. Significant effort is spent  

in caring for and preparing the animals for their role. This includes socializing them, 
familiarizing them with being transported, exposing them to the sounds of children, 
as well as regular health checks and proper husbandry.  

The safety of the animals is paramount especially as the animals in this work are 
small. Children are closely supervised when handling the animals. There is a 
graduated process in the group program before children are allowed to interact with 
and handle the animals.  The animals are covered by the legal and welfare 
requirements for inclusion in this work (see Ethical compliance).   

 

The AAET group was designed to provide an accessible therapeutic intervention for 
the selected children from WAYSS. Staff from EE&T work closely with WAYSS case 
management staff to maximize the benefits for children selected for the program. 

 

Animal Assisted Education and Therapy Group 

WAYSS and EE&T began the partnership arrangement that is now AAET in 2005, 
establishing an innovative model of therapeutic intervention to address the effects 
of violence and trauma on homeless children. Evidence that homeless children may 
suffer from behavioural and psychological problems is persuasive (Sherman & 
Redlener, 2003). 

Using small animals in a group setting, the model delivers animal assisted therapy 
aimed at promoting change in traumatised children. The presence of healthy, 
relaxed animals in the programs elicits a positive response from children, seeming 
to convey a sense of safety and trust that has been missing from their lives.  
Feeling safe is a prerequisite for moving on from trauma. 

Physical contact by children with animals has been shown to have physiological 
impact on heart rate and blood pressure, functions that are controlled by lower 
brain levels, where the effects of trauma are stored. (Friedmann & Tsai, 2006). 

Returning a sense of power to children is 
another aspect of healing for children in 
this situation. The small size of the animals 
chosen for the programs emphasizes that 
the children have control of all interactions.  

Empowering children is one of the 
deliberate aims of the program, and the 
choice of work with the small animals is a 
key difference between this program and 
other animal assisted interventions. 

Education about animal health, diet, husbandry and welfare accompany the highly 
valued opportunity for contact, making the package of program activities as safe 
and beneficial as possible to people and animals alike.  

A key feature of the group is children’s bonding with the animals. Through this 
bond, they learn to develop empathy for smaller, vulnerable beings. It also helps  
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them reconnect with their caring and affectionate qualities. Many children develop a  

strong attachment to the animals. The group is structured to promote this 
attachment and also prepare them for managing separation when they finish with 
the program. 

From anecdotal evidence, the children who attended the group have shown 
dramatic improvement in many areas of their lives. This pilot evaluation sought to 
assess the effectiveness of such an animal assisted therapeutic group for children 
and young people affected by homelessness and family violence.  

 

Selection of Children for AAET 

Selection of the children into the AAET Group is coordinated by the children’s case 
worker, who assesses the children in the context of their case management. This 
does not involve the use of a clinical framework. It is based on the scope and level 
of support required by the child, with high priority given to children who: 

 are currently residing in WAYSS Transitional Housing Management 
accommodation. 

 are school refusers or who have had large gaps in school attendance. 

 have been unable to access or have refused any therapeutic intervention. 

 have experienced violence against animals. 

 have experienced displacement due to copious school and accommodation 
moves. 

 

Children’s presentation at entry to AAET group 

When a child enters the AAET Group they display a range of trauma-based 
behaviours. These may include being frightened. Many children present as terrified 
and do not engage with adult helpers nor with their peers. Many blame themselves 
for the violence and loss of their home, and struggle with the loss of their 
possessions and pets. They have problems in school and often refuse to attend 
school. They are afraid of being located by their violent father or mother’s partner 
and the possibility that their mother may be hurt, killed or not there when they get 
home. Many display a range of physical problems such as nervous twitching, 
jiggling, constant fiddling with clothes and hands, panic attacks and breathing 
problems. Some engage in self harming behaviours, running away, comfort eating, 
overeating, hoarding food or refusing to eat. Some children stop talking or cry all 
the time. Children often experience night fears and are unable to sleep in a bed by 
themselves. Many children bedwet or soil at home and/or at school. A common 
behaviour is aggression and anger, physically violent. These children are very 
difficult to engage in therapeutic relationships and services.  

 

Description of the Group 

Group sessions are run during school terms. Children are assessed and prepared for 
entry into the group by the WAYSS Children’s Caseworker who participates in each 
session. The group is held on the grounds of one of Victoria’s RSPCA animal  
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shelters, a venue that adds great depth to the program. The parallels between  

animals and children, two powerless groups in society, are strong. The children are 
transported to and from the group in a bus operated by WAYSS. 

The group sessions are run by EE&T 
who provide the regularly participating 
animals and ensure that their health 
and welfare is given priority at all 
times. The animals chosen for the 
program are small and include guinea 
pigs, rabbits, rats, and sometimes, 
cats. 

Eight to ten children attend weekly 
group sessions of 1.5 hours. Children 
engage in high levels of contact with 
small animals, allowing for repeated experiences of gentle, calming touch in an 
environment of safety. The group is intended to instill this sense of safety in the 
children. It also provides opportunities for the creation of positive associations with 
adults and animals to counter the likely damage from experiences of violence, 
displacement and uncertainty (Ascione, 2005). 

Activities include animal handling (grooming, comforting); animal care (feeding and 
observation) and art and photography that complement the animal activities. The 
adult practitioners provide supervision, knowledge, and companionship for children 
and young people during the group sessions. 

 

Aims of the Project 

The pilot evaluation aimed to obtain feedback from children and young people who 
had attended the group on their experiences of the animal assisted therapy group 
sessions.  

Evaluation is a critical element for sustaining child abuse prevention programs. It is 
also essential for ongoing quality assurance efforts (US Department of Health and 
Human Services, 2009). Program evaluations are undertaken to create greater 
understanding and improvement, and for accountability purposes (Taylor-Powell, 
Steele & Douglah, 1996). Richard Gelles (2000) is scathing in his criticism of the 
lack of ‘sound studies of the effectiveness of efforts to prevent and treat child 
maltreatment’ (p.13). This study was part of the commitment from WAYSS to 
improve its responses to children attending their service and to incorporate direct 
feedback from them in service delivery.  Feedback from service users is critical to 
effective service provision. What children have to say about services set up for 
them is essential for improving service delivery (Archard & Skivenes, 2009; 
Kirkman, Keys, Turner & Bodzak, 2009; McGee, 2000) as they have their own 
perspective on what happens to them (Mullender, Hague, Imam, Kelly, Malos and 
Regan, 2002). Using semi-structured interviews, children’s views of the impact of 
the intervention was sought, and matched against the objectives of WAYSS and 
EE&T. 
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The chief aim of the project was to establish whether the animal assisted therapy 
group was effective in promoting children’s recovery from the effects of living with 
violence and their consequent homelessness. The key questions were: how do 
children experience the group, what benefits do they identify from the group; had 
the group experience increased their sense of safety in the environments in which 
they functioned (home, school, extended family, friends, peer activities); what was 
their perception of the importance of the animals in the group; and whether their 
interactions with and views of animals changed since their participation in the 
group. 

The project was intended as a preliminary investigation into the potential 
effectiveness of this type of intervention. An effective trauma recovery program 
should allow participants to achieve a more developmentally appropriate level of 
functioning, resume pathways to meeting developmental milestones, and to 
function more effectively in their daily lives. 

There is little rigorous data about animal assisted interventions, though many 
anecdotal accounts hint at the potential importance of well designed programs. This 
preliminary study was intended to pave the way to linking best practice to current 
theory to enable the delivery of the best possible interventions and long term 
outcomes for the children and young people involved. 

 

Methodology 

Qualitative Method 

A qualitative methodology was chosen for the evaluation. This approach allows 
people to tell their own stories in their own voices, promotes new realities to be 
discovered by interactive dialogue between researchers and participants, and 
prevents the need to find simple answers to complex life issues (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2000; Berg, 1998). It allows for the realities of vulnerable populations whose voices 
have been silenced to be reflected and it examines how people learn about and 
make sense of themselves and others (Berg, 1998; Hudson & Nurius, 1994). 
Qualitative research rarely includes tables and numbers. The data is presented in 
the form of descriptions.  The researcher interprets the data, giving them meaning 
by finding out how the people being studied define their situation or what it means 
for them (Neuman, 1997). 

This approach allowed children and young people who attended the AAET group to 
talk about their experiences of the group in their own way. Children and young 
people were interviewed using the indepth interview, which is described by 
Minichiello et al (1990) as a conversation between the researcher and research 
participant with the focus on the participant’s perception of self, life and experience 
expressed in his or her  

own words. Research participants therefore had some measure of control over the 
research interview by way of choosing code names for themselves, deciding which 
topics he/she wished to talk or not talk about, when to end the interview, as well as 
choosing to return for follow up interviews if she/he so decided. Research  
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participants were also offered the opportunity to review the transcripts of their 
interviews if they wished. None of the participants chose to do this. 

 

Ethical Compliance 

CAPRA in partnership with WAYSS and EE&T obtained ethics approval to conduct a 
pilot evaluation through Monash University’s Standing Committee on Ethics in 
Research involving Humans. The Ethics application identified and listed potential 
ethical issues and strategies to address these if they arose during the evaluation. 

Criteria were set to minimize risks to children and young people who consented to 
participate (Alderson & Morrow, 2004; Mudaly & Goddard, 2009; 2006; Mudaly, 
2002). These included that children and young people were not in any known risk 
or unsafe situations; that they were in the care of or had access to a supportive, 
protective adult, and that they would be supported by their WAYSS children’s 
worker. Access to a psychologist/counselor was also arranged to further support the 
research participants if needed. 

The project used a continuing consent and dissent process to protect children’s 
rights to participation (McGee, 2000). This meant that research participants could 
withdraw from the research at any time during the research process. Policies 
related to limited confidentiality around children’s current safety and protection and 
access/contact with child protection services if the need arose were also 
emphasized to the non-offending parent/s and children at several stages of the 
research. 

WAYSS has a strong commitment to client rights, so when involving participants in 
this evaluation, it was important to acknowledge that an unequal relationship can 
exist between adults and children, and between clients and WAYSS as a service 
provider. WAYSS acknowledges this disparity in its general service delivery and 
takes every measure to address this through governance, policy and best practice. 

WAYSS provides services that are confidential, voluntary and free of cost. Upon 
entry into a WAYSS service, every client is advised of their rights and 
responsibilities, their privacy, confidentiality and informed consent. They are asked 
to participate in the collection of de-identified data, and if they decline, they are still 
provided with a service.  

While it is recognised that most WAYSS clients are vulnerable in some way because 
of their homelessness, WAYSS is committed to the principles of social justice, non-
violence, empowerment and anti-discrimination. WAYSS works within the 
framework of a code of ethics and conduct (WAYSS Policy: Code of Ethics and 
Conduct, 1996) 

For those clients who agree to participate in feedback, evaluation or research, this 
commitment to their rights does not alter in any way.  

The women and children approached to participate in this evaluation were all 
advised that if they declined, or chose to withdraw from participation once the 
project had started, it would have no influence or bearing on their right to access 
any WAYSS services. 

The need to promote respect for the rights of clients of WAYSS services arises from 
the nature of the relationship with the organisation. WAYSS clients have significant  
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and complex needs and the nature of this relationship imposes obligations on the  

organisation that require services to be responsive to the changing needs of each 
individual. WAYSS programs engage individual clients in determining the services 
that are provided to them within funding parameters. This is crucial to creating an 
environment in which clients can be confident in exercising their rights and 
responsibilities (WAYSS Policy: Client Rights, 2005) 

EE&T comply with existing legal and welfare requirements for the inclusion of 
animals in this work. It has intentional educational outcomes. The Animal Ethics 
Committee of the RSPCA oversees animal involvement within programs and their 
care outside of them. This involves compliance with Part 3 of the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals Act, and the companion compulsory codes: the Australian Code 
of Practice for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes (v 7), and the 
Code of Practice for the housing and care of laboratory mice, rats, guinea pigs and 
rabbits.  

The Research Sample 

The contact details of children who attended the program were obtained from client 
files held by WAYSS according to the WAYSS Client Rights and Client Privacy 
Policies.  

Only those clients who had indicated that they were interested in being contacted 
after leaving WAYSS support services were short-listed to be contacted. Criteria for 
inclusion in the research included: 

 That the child/young person had attended the AAET group. 

 That the child/young person was over 6 years of age. 

 That the child/young person was in safe care with no known current 
concerns for his/her safety and protection. 

 That the child/young person had a supportive adult who approved of the 
research and child’s/young person’s participation. 

 That the child/young person had consented to participate in the evaluation. 
 

Thirty two children from twenty families were identified. Of these, twenty three 
children from sixteen families were contactable. Although twenty children agreed to 
participate, eleven children from seven families eventually participated in the 
evaluation. The size of the sample however was irrelevant as the focus of the 
research was on capturing the detailed descriptions about the AAET program in the 
words and terms of the children and young people who had attended the program 
(Berg, 1998). 

There are a number of reasons that only eleven of the possible thirty two children 
eventually participated in the research. These include: 

 Difficulty locating families. Many families who flee violence and become 
homeless tend to become transient. This occurs primarily because they tend to 
move frequently to keep safe and in hiding from the violent family member. 
Several families could not be located. Some who had initially been located 
moved and contact was lost.  
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 Changes in family situations/circumstances. In a few cases, work, health 
and/or terminal illness of the mother prevented the children from participating 
in the research. 

 Mothers’ issues. In some cases, the mother’s issues prevented the children’s 
participation in the research. This was due to her being in a new relationship, or 
moving to a new house or region, or going overseas to visit family.  

 Safety/protection issues. In some instances, after WAYSS had made contact 
with the family, there were concerns about the children’s protection. In one 
instance the mother had returned to the violent partner, In another, the mother 
was in a new relationship that was also violent. In these cases, notifications to 
child protection were made.  

 

Child-Centred Research Approach 

To communicate and work effectively with children, it is important to appreciate 
how the world looks from a child’s perspective (Archard & Skivenes, 2009; Mudaly 
& Goddard, 2006, 2002). If not, ‘we will adopt approaches and procedures which 
will be insensitive, ineffective and even counter-productive’ (Bray & Pugh, 1997, p. 
143). As this research relied on feedback from the children and young people, 
engaging them in the research process was critical. 

A number of strategies were incorporated into the research design in keeping with a 
child-centred approach. These included: 

 The research environment. The children were interviewed at a WAYSS 
Women’s Services office in an inner suburb of Melbourne. The interviews took 
place in a children’s services room that had been especially fitted out with 
comfortable seating, and child friendly and child safe equipment (Mudaly & 
Goddard, 2006, 2002; Geldard & Geldard, 1997). The room was accessed via an 
entry door from the staff car-park, so the children did not have to walk into or 
through the main office. All of the children had attended this office previously 
and were familiar with it. They therefore felt safe and comfortable in this 
environment (Doyle, 1997). None of them had been into the identified research 
interview room and were therefore not influenced by it. 

 Engaging the children/young people. Conversing with research participants 
rather than interviewing them using a questioning format facilitates 
communication and rapport building (Atwool, 2000; Thurgood, 1990). Activities 
and games were used to promote the interaction between the researcher and 
research participants as it is the ‘child’s preferred and natural medium of 
expression’ (Schaefer & Cangelosi, 1993, p.4). The research participants were 
offered a snack (fruit, biscuits) and a drink which are also important 
considerations in engaging and communicating with children (Mudaly, 2002; 
James, 1989; Thurgood, 1990). After the research interview, research 
participants were offered a voucher to attend a further three sessions of the 
group program, and a soft toy as a token of appreciation for their participation.  

 The research participant’s family. For any contact with children to be 
effective, parents need to be involved either in tandem or jointly with the child 
(Mudaly, 2002; Geldard & Geldard, 1997; Webb, 1996; Jones, 1990; Leach, 
1990; James, 1989). All non-offending parents of the research participants were  
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warmly welcomed by WAYSS staff and offered morning or afternoon tea. A space 
was made available where they could wait for their child, and transport was 
offered to facilitate their travel to and from the research interview venue. 

 

Data Collection And Analysis 

The research interviews were audio-taped. Children and young people were 
engaged in this process and were allowed to control the tape recorder by switching 
it on and off (Mudaly, 2002). All interviews were transcribed.  

The data collected was coded and analysed using NVIVO, a qualitative data analysis 
software package. 

 

Limitations of and Problems Encountered in the Research 

There were a number of limitations to this research. 

1. Minimisation of harm. It was critical for this pilot evaluation that the research 
participants were protected from any possible harm from involvement in the 
research Butler, Scanlan, Robinson & Murch, 2003; Mudaly & Goddard, 2006; 
Mudaly, 2002; Runyan, 2000). For this reason, the research did not explore 
children’s experiences of homelessness, the violence they experienced, nor their 
views on their violent parent and the impact on them. This data is essential in 
future research to assess what supports and services may be developed to help 
children living with violence. 

2. Children’s non-verbal language. Non-verbal ways of communication are an 
important aspect of children’s language (Mudaly, 2002) and therefore another 
important issue that was not recorded in this evaluation. This is critical 
information in assessing how children change over time in response to their 
interactions with the animals in the group. Future research should also be 
video-taped as it is a non-literate source of information for less verbal groups 
such as young children (Mudaly, 2002; Minichiello et al, 1995; Kellehear, 
1993).METHODOLOGY CONT’D 

3. Consent issues. Whilst this research actively sought children’s consent to 
participate in the research, consent from parents or gate-keeping by parents 
(see Thomas & O’Kane, 1998) remained a limiting factor. Twenty children who 
were contacted initially consented to participate but through parental issues and 
gate-keeping, only eleven children finally participated. Overcoming parental 
gate-keeping and promoting children’s rights to participate in research is an 
issue that requires ongoing attention in future research (see Mudaly & Goddard, 
2006). 

4. Timing of the research. Involving children from this population (homeless 
families fleeing violence) is fraught with difficulties. Their lives are often 
characterised by daily crises, changes, transience and problems. Several 
mothers who were initially contacted and who conveyed eager and strong 
support for the research could not be located subsequently, or they changed 
their minds after a few days. This meant that the prospective participant list 
kept changing. Keeping to the ethical and research requirements such as 
providing prospective families and children with full details of the research and  
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obtaining consent meant that we lost many families along the way. By the time 
of the research interview, the participant list had changed dramatically. In one 
instance, a mother who was extremely keen for her children to participate was 
subsequently never located. Follow up home-visits, phone calls and letters met 
with no response. So when a family was located and expressed interest, 
arrangements had to be made to undertake the research interviews as soon as 
possible so as not to lose them. 

5. Making contact with families. Making contact with these families for research 
purposes after some time had elapsed is a sensitive and delicate issue. Many of 
these families live in fear and are hypersensitive to any out of the ordinary 
contact. For some families, this would mean re-opening old wounds for them 
and their children. In most cases, how the initial contact was made had to be 
carefully decided. Letters were sent out in most cases and followed up with 
home-visits and/or phone calls. This meant travelling long distances to various 
places that families had relocated to. The timing of phone calls also had to take 
into account the current situations and circumstances of families. In one 
instance, at the time of making contact, a mother had been diagnosed with a 
terminal illness and was on intensive treatment. In another, a mother was in 
the middle of legal proceedings after being assaulted by her ex-partner. 

6. Other difficulties included technical problems such as rain or air-conditioning 
which interfered with the audio-recording of the research interview. 

 

Demographic Details 

Gender of Research Participants  

Female (5), 45.45%Male (6), 54.55%
 

 

Research Participant Details 

Code 
Name 

 
Gender 

Age at 
Res interview 

Age at 
AAET 

No. of Groups 
attended 

1. Sarah F 7 6 24 

2. Batman 1 M 8 7 56 

3. Bloodhaze M 9 7/8 14 

4. Batman F 12 9 17 
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Code 
Name 

 
Gender 

Age at 
Res interview 

Age at 
AAET 

No. of Groups 
attended 

5. Ginger F 13 10 17 

6. Barry M 14 12 33 

7. Quagmire M 14 11 48 

8. Rukia F 14 12 8 

9.Squish Ninja F 14 12 8 

10. Fred M 14 11 16 

11. Franga M 15 12 16 

NB: Code names chosen by the children and young people for anonymity 

 

Details of Offenders of Violence 

In eight cases, the biological father was the violent offender. 

In three cases, the mother’s partner had been the violent offender. In two of these 
cases, the older siblings had also been violent. 

 

Details of Violence and Homelessness Experienced 

The violence and homelessness experienced by these mothers and children has 
been extensive. Often children had been deliberately drawn into the violent 
behaviour towards their mother. Children were often taunted, threatened or abused 
in the presence of their mother, resulting in assault or abuse of her when she 
intervened to protect them. 

The following are some of the abuses that the children experienced. 

 Direct physical and/or sexual abuse  

 Threats to kill or hurt their mothers 

 Destroying children’s things—smashing rooms and possessions, tearing 
schoolwork up, smashing games, toys, television and computer, throwing 
possessions out or burning them. 

 Direct threats to the child to burn the house down. 

 Cruelty and abuse of pets—threats to kill and actual killing of pets, 
terrorising pets with yelling, hitting and kicking them, tying, caging or 
chaining pets up and children not allowed to protect them. 

 Sleep deprivation—deliberate waking of the child during the night, or child 
unable to sleep because of the sounds of violence. 

 Road rage—driving dangerously with the child in the car, threatening to 
crash, driving into a wall, another car or off a bridge, hitting and punching 
the child’s mother while driving. 

 Holding mother and children hostage.  
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 Name calling and swearing. Children told they were stupid, useless, pathetic, 
dumb, a piece of shit, hopeless, a mistake, a failure, smelly, ugly, a waste of 
space, a crybaby. 

 Pushing and throwing children out of the way if they try to intervene when 
their mothers are being assaulted. 

 Making children obey orders with threats to hurt their mother if they fail to 
comply. 

 Abducting mother and children from a women’s refuge. 

 

All of the children had left their known family home and none of them had ever 
returned to live in the same property. Children had stayed in temporary situations 
with family and friends, often sleeping in the one room in the same bed or on 
shared mattresses, resulting in sleeping patterns that became difficult to change. 
Some children had stayed in more than one women’s refuges and safe houses, and 
all had spent nights in a motel at some point in their homelessness experience. 

 

Details on Mothers 

 Eight were single parents after separating from the husband/or partner. 

 Two mothers were living with partners. 

 One mother had had three violent relationships one of which was with the 
father of her child. 

 Three mothers had been in one relationship with the father of their 
child/ren. One of these mothers had lived with her husband for 20 years. 

 Two mothers had had two relationships with violent partners. 

 One mother had a violent ex-partner and older children living in the home. 

 

Behaviours of Children at Entry to AAET 

Eight participants were described as displaying aggressive behaviours which 
included being physically violent with siblings and at school, fighting, bullying, 
angry all the time and argumentative. 

Three participants were described as displaying withdrawn behaviours which 
included high levels of anxiety, distress, acute sensitivity, running away, hiding, not 
talking (one child became mute until she attended the AAET group) or over-talking, 
being bullied, tantrums, very unsettled and constant attention-seeking. 
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Results of the evaluation: 
What children and young people 
said about the group 

This section presents the outcomes from the research interviews with the children 
and young people. The quotes and extracts have been taken directly from the 
research interviews where children and young people chose to speak on these 
topics. Therefore they do not represent the experiences of all the children who 
participated in the research. The quotes are also presented using the code names 
that were chosen by the participants. 

 

… Views about themselves 

Many participants described what they were like before attending the group. 
Several talked about being angry: 

I used to be like an angry little boy sometimes … because I used to get 
angry a lot. … I just let it out, like full on let it out. Scream and all that 
…. I’ve got heaps of memories. Too much.  — Fred, 14 year old male 

I was an angry person around like Prep and Grade 1, I was very sensitive 
and I tried to hide that by pretending to be tough and stuff like that, 
putting on an act. I was really cocky and think I could fight and take 
down anyone, and I would take on people way bigger than me, and I‘d 
win sometimes and other times I would get beaten the crap out of me. 
Yes like just fighting wasn’t the answer.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah, it may have been because I was a little bit angry in those days, I 
wanted to kill myself sometimes.  —Franga, 15 year old male 
 

Others described themselves as quiet, shy and not able to connect with the other 
kids: 

When I was in the group I was really quiet and didn’t talk to anyone that 
much …  —Franga, 15 year old male 

Ah well, I, when I was a little baby and I got out of my Mum’s tummy, 
well I wasn’t like screaming and stuff. And I’m a quiet person. —Batman 
1, 8 year old male 

I think I was a bit shy. —Ginger, 13 year old female 

I just didn’t get along with them (other kids). I didn’t know what to say 
… I was fairly sensitive.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Like having trouble meeting people, like making friends. —Rukia, 12 
year old female 
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VIEWS ABOUT THEMSELVES CONT’D 

Some talked about being scared or stressed: 

Yeah like when I was younger I used to basically not talk to anyone 
because I was scared of pretty much anyone and everything. So I’d just 
huddle in my little corner, or in my bedroom and just … yep talk to 
myself. —Barry, 14 year old male 

Well I was pretty much scared of people before I went back in there (the 
group), and I was scared of guinea pigs, they squealed and hurt your 
ears.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah, a little bit … well before the group I was stressed out more. 
—Squish Ninja, 14 year old female 

 

… Views about how they had changed 

Research participants also described how they had changed as a result of attending 
the group. Many described gaining in confidence: 

How it changed me? I used to be like more of a shyer person, type 
thing. And when I started going there, started talking to everyone and … 
probably gave me more confidence about myself. Because I’m not used 
to having a lot of people around me, so everybody’s talking to me at 
once, I’m just like, oh zoom, zoom.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

I got a bit more confidence.  —Batman, 12 year old female 

I’m more confident and more safer around the animals. —Ginger, 13 
year old female 

 

Some talked about becoming independent 

… and now? I’m independent. Yeah, but now I talk to everyone, I hang 
around with everyone. Yeah, and now I’m popular and everyone likes 
me and I talk to everyone … I think it’s because of the group, because I 
learnt how to talk to everyone there and make friends. —Franga, 15 
year old male 

Independence. I think if you go through rough times then it readies you 
for the world.  Yeah. If you are always incruperated into tiny, tiny, little 
things, being overprotected then you can’t learn anything. If you are, … 
er ... if you work on the things you do then you know what to do, yes 
like people who have been overprotected they get to 18 and they 
haven’t even, like there’s this person that I know that only learned what 
sex was or something like that when they were 16 and that’s not that 
good because, yes they are like under-prepared and stuff.  You just 
can’t have a perfect little life, always daydreaming or something like  
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that because you are going to turn 18 and you are going to move out of 
home. —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

 

 

Several felt that some of the skills they learnt in the group helped them become 
more sociable: 

…and then after the group I was more positive on life and everything. 
Yeah, they (kids in the group) said I was friendly.  —Squish Ninja, 14 
year old female 

It really got me into photography and stuff like that. Getting all the 
camera angles were really fun. …and everyone was like nice to me then. 
They were like ‘oh so that’s what it is.’ They loved it. It explained a few 
things and yes.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

It takes me a little bit longer to get angry now. I am a friendly person, 
but it’s this sort of thing. Like muck around, we muck around and that.   
—Fred, 14 year old male 

I am just a friendly person now. Soft as well. —Quagmire,14 year old male 
 

This young person however felt that he could not assess whether he had changed 
because he had changed schools at the time: 

Yeah, no, yeah it didn’t. Not really at school, to be honest … because, I 
can’t really say much about that, because when I came here, I changed 
school, so…  —Barry, 14 year old male 

 

For this child, he felt helped by the things the group gave him: 

Nah, not really (changed me). It was fun. I made some friends, but I 
hardly ever see them. … (they) gave me a pencil case and let me keep 
my book … and got me a house.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 
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Many identified the fun aspect of the group and their interactions with the animals 
as promoting many changes in them: 

Because I learnt more things about animals, and I could get a good 
report at school. And just learn how to be like cleaner, always wash your 
hands like before you eat, and like just have - try to have fun all the 
time. And be careful with animals, and things.  —Fred, 14 year old male 

Yeah. It was, yeah well really, really fun. It was like something to look 
forward to.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

… it was fun. I was just being myself. I like being myself.  —Bloodhaze, 
9 year old male 

Yeah, I realised I was quite an animal person… and then in the group it was 
so good and then I just felt like, it was something that I should live for, like 
I could actually go and work with them. —Franga, 15 year old male 

A few talked about growing up and feeling more prepared for the challenges in their 
lives: 

I already plan my next moves if something happens yeah. I don’t really 
have to try to think about things. I just do it … Yes. Like if I am playing 
chess I will go 5 moves ahead than what I am already on.  —Quagmire, 
14 year old male 

I feel grown up. I feel like I’m grown up. I don’t need my big one (teddy 
bear) anymore.  —Batman 1, 8 year old male 

Sometimes I go with the flow, because sometimes you can only go with 
the flow like4 getting a house.  I couldn’t control that … That wasn’t in 
my hands, so I just went with the flow…  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah I want to be a animal person and a fashion girl … because I like, 
umm, being in fashion.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 
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… Views about the group 

Many research participants said they loved the many aspects of the group and that 
it was fun: 

It was fun for kids, for all kids.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

Yeah it was pretty fun. The animals, everyone was pretty friendly and 
yeah. And I was like oh yes I can’t wait until Wednesday. —Batman, 12 
year old female 

Yeah, the kids all love it, any kid, 15, 12 …Yes I love that group. I love 
it.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

It was fun.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

I think it’s because of the group, because I learnt how to talk to 
everyone there and make friends. Yeah, and now I’m a person who will 
get in there.  I want to go back to the group but I think I’m too old to go 
back to the group.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

You get like - just like you have fun before school, and you can have fun 
at school as well. And just seeing animals.  —Fred, 14 year old male 

I remember going and meeting all the animals and stuff. I remember 
the people that took us there, the ladies. Yeah.  —Ginger, 13 year old 
female 

The group was pretty fun.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Because to get them (the kids) away from troubles and meet new and 
interesting people. Get interactive with families. Learn some new stuff.   
—Rukia, 14 year old female 

It really helped me. It was very good for me and I said goodbye and I 
really wanted to go again.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

… it was friendly and stuff.  —Squish Ninja 14 year old female 

… go on the truck. (they) gave me a pencil case, let me keep the books 
and got me a house.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

Yeah it’s been one of the best groups ever. And it’s really good how it 
will help with kids and help them grow up … like animals won’t hurt 
them and humans will help them and then they will help us. Like 
animals, like a dog, they can help you if you’re upset, they can make 
you happy.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

Ahhh I love photography. We did a lot of that. It really got me into 
photography and stuff like that. Getting all the camera angles were 
really fun.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 
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… and probably the animals and we got to do our own scrap book.   
—Squish Ninja, 14 year old female 

 
 

Others talked about the animals: 

Yeah, like when young kids first came in they had no idea what to do. 
But after a week or so they were holding the guinea pigs, whatever 
animals. They were really enjoying it.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

It was exciting the first time when we went and playing with all the 
animals, they were so cute. There was like this room that we were in 
and they had also this place where we used to cut up fruit and stuff and 
put them down and they (the animals) used to go everywhere to find 
them.  —Batman, 12 year old female 

We got to take the guinea pigs outside into the barn. And bring their 
baskets … and we brang them back inside again.   
—Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

I remember it was a small group and there was four other people in the 
group and we were looking after guinea pigs, rabbits, we looked at some 
dogs and cats and goats. —Franga, 15 year old male 

Me and B (brother) go before school. And we go see animals, basically 
guinea pigs and rabbits, and yeah. (and) patting new creatures and 
stuff.  —Fred, 14 year old male 

They were helping the kids and the animals. And they taught me how to 
use animals properly. I really liked the animals.   
—Sarah, 7 year old female 

On how to get along with pets as well.  —Squish Ninja, 14 year old 
female 

 

Some talked about the other kids in the group: 

It was good to have other kids there. Some kids were ummm very nice.  
—Sarah, 7 year old female 
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VIEWS ABOUT THE GROUP CONT’D 

Mum said it would be pretty cool. She said there would be animals and 
stuff like that.  I got on the bus and started talking to this guy S. He was 
like my first friend there, and yes I was always friends with the boys, I 
didn’t really socialise with the girls that much, but I had to, the second 
time I went there, because there was no boys the second time.  —
Quagmire, 14 year old male 

It was the people around me. I made some friends, but I hardly ever 
see them.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

Well I was pretty spooked by everyone, actually. From the start, I don’t 
know, just because they were new, there was a lot of them. —Barry, 14 
year old male 

It was so friendly and we all had the best food there. —Franga, 15 year 
old male 

 

Some kids enjoyed missing school to get to the group: 

Yeah and the best bit about it, I missed half my school, half the day of 
school. Yeah, that’s another thing, you go there and miss half a day of 
school and then when you get to school it’s finished. So the kids all like 
that too.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

Ohh I got out of school.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

 

Food and refreshments, an important part of the group process, was acknowledged: 

We got lunch and afternoon tea, a lot of food actually, cupcakes, 
biscuits, real big biscuits and we got drinks, heaps of drinks. We got 
some chip.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

 

 

 

… Views about the animals 

Research participants enjoyed the different animals that are part of the group: 

I liked the group, mainly the animals. The animals were cats. Yeah it 
was all cats and sometimes rabbits. Yeah, they were my favourite part … 
I’ve always liked cats. I had a cat basically when I was born, so.   
—Barry, 14 year old male 

Guinea pigs, oh yeah and they had the rat. I’m not sure about rabbits, I 
don’t think I remember and we used to sometimes see the kittens.  
—Batman 1, 8 year old male 
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They had a lot of guinea pigs, they had two rats, they had, I think, it 
was a goat or something. Yeah there was cats as well. And they had, 
they brought one dog in once.  —Ginger, 13 year old female 

Well I did get that cat while I was at group and I went past the cats 
every day at group and said ‘oh you are kind of cute.’ One thing I 
wanted to do the most was, because I really, really like birds, I wanted 
to go in the bird aviary, but we never got permission while I was there.  
—Quagmire, 14 year old male 

No, we didn’t get any cats and I remember the mouse because I took a 
picture of it.  —Rukia, 12 year old female 

Yeah, I think his name was Rex – a little rat. —Squish Ninja, 14 year old 
female 

 

Many described what aspects of the animals they connected with: 

Like half the cats were edgy and scared of everyone, but soon as I 
walked by they’d be getting up, saying hello, and purring and …   
—Barry, 14 year old male 

Dogs just like everybody.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

Probably seeing all the animals, patting them and feeling them so soft.   
—Batman 1, 8 year old male 

I tell people Flameblaze’s name. He had really spiky like fur. Yeah it was 
cool. Like when I like brushed his hair yeah. —Bloodhaze, 9 year old 
male 

Yes and I always wanted to like pat Squirt, like other than poking your 
little finger in the cage And scratching his belly. He was a very, very 
tame bird.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

 

Some participants talked about their favourite animals: 

I always liked dogs. I hated cats until I got my cat now I absolutely love 
my cat. I didn’t really like small animals but now I do.  —Quagmire, 14 
year old male 

My favourite animals in the whole world is dogs, kittens, and all the 
animals.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

This one was my favourite, Flameblaze. —Squish Ninja,14 year old 
female 
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Many children talked about what they learnt about animals: 

(I learnt) How to care for them to help them feel relaxed and stuff like 
that. And how you treat them. And sometimes like when you're scared 
they're scared too. (You can tell from) their actions, their eyes and just 
sometimes they don't eat when they're scared. Yeah like to comfort 
them and just help them be more relaxed and know that you're not 
going to hurt them.  —Batman, 12 year old male 

… first we talked about the animals that we have at home and how 
they're going and if like they're not doing really well and stuff.  And 
people got to express their feelings and stuff.  And also when we’re 
holding the animals, makes you feel more calmer and stuff.  —Ginger, 
13 year old female 

We used to feed them, so I know how to feed them. After that group I 
wanted to become a vet. But if the dog’s upset you’ve got to make it 
happy by giving it a hug and feeding it.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

Ah they teach me a lot … you have to like, give them like food so, so … 
and like go next to their family and they get used to you. And they won’t 
like keep going out and running away.  —Batman 1, 8 year old male 

Probably learning what the animals like, their favourite food, what they 
like, the way you hold them. Like if they like brushing on the head or 
underneath them or … the more you play with them and stuff, like you 
work it out. Like my sister … she used to rub Peggy (guinea pig) like 
near the leg and he used to lay down all the time, really cute. … they're 
safe … you know they're happy.  —Ginger, 13 year old female 

We helped out feeding the animals, talking about stuff that goes on in 
our lives and then we just helped out with the RSPCA and we got to see 
what happens and everything. Well I’ve never had a guinea pig before 
so I could experience what it would be like. Yeah. I really wanted a 
guinea pig.  —Squish Ninja, 14 year old female 
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VIEWS ABOUT THE ANIMALS CONT’D 

 

 

Many participants developed much insight and knowledge about animal behaviour: 

I can tell if a dogs happy, if its tail’s wagging (when he’s scared) you can 
feel he’s vibrating.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

They all had their own unique features really like …Little Fish was just 
like … a climbing frame or something. Flash would run so fast. Mowie 
was like the tough guy.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah they don’t really, really judge you or anything. They’re always 
wanting a lot of attention.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

Some get frightened easy, and some are good. (They) try to run away 
(when they are scared) Yeah.  They’re like - Yeah you hear them 
squeak, or squeal…you feed them and pat them, comfort them.   
—Fred, 14 year old male 

You can sit very still or stand still. Because if you don't stand very still 
and you just want to catch them … errr … they won’t come to you. Yeah, 
I give him a pat like that, and I just umm they fall asleep and I talk 
quietly.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

Little Fish is, How cute she looks in that picture. It was like, she’s 
looking down at the ground and curled up so I think she was pretty 
scared and that, and her eyes are popping out. See Shazza in that 
(picture) he is all happy and nice and … Yes, he’s got his eyes pretty 
closed. He’s about to go to sleep and he’s actually staring at the camera. 
But Prince, he’s scared shitless, like his eyes are coming out.  You can 
see the white in his eyes and he’s not moving.  —Quagmire, 14 year old 
male 

When something’s really noisy, they were very scared so they get in, 
they get in, get all squashed. Umm, I have to go to them and say “it’s 
okay” and we get, my favourite guinea pig Prince, and I hug him.  —
Sarah, 7 year old female 
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VIEWS ABOUT THE ANIMALS CONT’D 

 

Yeah, it (the dog) wasn’t really human tempered because the person we 
got him from, they never held it and stuff or played with it and it was 
scared of people. Pat them nice and slow so their heart doesn’t … 
because if you pat them fast their heart will start racing. Like you could, 
like they’re probably getting scared because you’re patting them too 
fast.  If you pat them too fast you probably speed up their heart. When 
it starts eating stuff it’s calm and happy.  —Rukia, 14 year old female 

Well (when they are scared) usually their eyes go really big and 
sometimes their ears go back, and sometimes they’ll freeze up. (When 
they are happy) … they’ll come to you, they’ll purr, they’ll rub up against 
you.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

When they are really relaxed they close their eyes, but if they are 
scared then they open their eyes with the eyes popping out really far, 
because then they have got their eyes as far as they can go.  They can 
see from every side if a predator is coming. And they squeak very loud 
all the time. Yes like Little Fish used to squeal like, oh ear-busting.  He 
would just go ‘eeh, eeh, eeh’ crazy yes. …And there was a few times 
where I had to hold every single guinea pig Yes to calm them …  —
Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah, (when they are scared) probably cuddle up with us. —Squish 
Ninja, 14 year old female 

But some cats like to drool all over you. There was one cat, it was a 
really big black cat, and it was scared of everyone.  And I was allowed in 
its cage, gave it a pat, and it drooled all over the floor, it was just like 
ewww.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

… well and say, this is a guinea pig … you have got to put a blanket on. 
Yes so put a blanket there and make a cave for it, a safe haven for it to 
go to. It will hide in that cave for a little while. Yes and just let them 
hide in between your arms if they are scared you just hold them like 
that, give them a nice den, a nice area. Yes. It feels really warm and 
safe.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 
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VIEWS ABOUT THE ANIMALS CONT’D 

 

 

Several talked about what it felt like to respond to animal’s need for comfort and 
safety: 

And guess what? I used to, umm, keep them asleep. I used to pat them 
very nicely and I fell them asleep. It made me feel good. —Sarah, 7 
year old female 

A dog is a man’s best friend and a cat is a girl’s best friend. I think 
that’s true.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

And also when we’re holding the animals, makes you feel more calmer 
and stuff.  —Ginger, 13 year old female 

I sit down like this and they came to me, they all came to me and then 
this little one, umm, just sit down on me, and then all the little kitties 
went away. I think he wanted to live with me because I was so nice to 
him. Hmm. You have to be gently with them. I really liked it.  —Sarah, 7 
year old female 

Yes. It feels really warm and safe. It makes you feel good as well. You 
can tell that they are feeling safe and … It’s like painting a room and 
saying ‘oh God I just did that, that felt so good. It’s like taking a kid to 
college and watching them graduate’.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

 

 

… Views about the kids in the group 

Several research participants commented on their interaction and contact with the 
other children and young people in the group. One boy felt that the interaction with 
the animals helped children settle into the group and enjoy it: 

Yeah, like when young kids first came in they had no idea what to do. 
But after a week or so they were holding the guinea pigs, whatever, 
animals. They were really enjoying it.  —Barry, 14 year old male 
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Many developed friendships and some of them maintained these friendships: 

… all the kids we met there.  I had so many friends there and I used to 
go stay at their houses and all that. It was really fun. There’s a guy 
named L who went there and I’m still friends with him now.  I went 
there about three or four years ago. I still talk to him. I’m probably 
going to see him today.  —Franga, 15 year old male 

There were probably - I know P… that’s the only one, because I went to 
his house sometimes to hang out.  —Fred, 14 year old male 

 

Others talked about how the group facilitated their social development: 

Yeah, most of them I talked to, pretty much all of them actually. We 
talked, laughed, had a good time. I remember all of them really, I just 
don’t remember names really, I’m not good with names. —Barry, 14 
year old male 

I got to meet like all the people in our group. —Batman, 12 year old 
male 

 
 

The comments from several participants indicated that the presence of other 
children and young people in the group was an important part: 

Yeah the people there were really friendly as well and you got to meet 
other people from the other schools. There were these two girls, I’m not 
sure if they were, they went to two different schools, but I think they 
were sisters. They were nice and there was also this other girl, she was 
tall and slim, she had blonde hair and she played with the guinea pigs a 
lot.  —Ginger, 13 year old female 

It was fun for kids, for all kids. It was good to have the other kids. Some 
kids ummm were very nice.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

Yeah I still have the booklet. It has everything and it’s got all 
signatures, all the people who were saying like positive stuff about us 
and everything.  —Squish Ninja, 14 year old female 
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… Views about family 

In order to minimise any possible harm from remembering or talking about their 
experiences of violence, none of the participants were asked specific questions 
about their families. However, some of them chose to talk about their families: 

S… (older sister) and me are quiet. All the others are loud. Probably J… 
and L… (older brothers) (are loudest). Some … sometimes dad is. 
Sometimes mum is. (Sometimes) they’re angry and like fight and stuff.  
—Batman 1, 8 year old male 

It’s better than living with my dad, my annoying dad. Errr because I 
made him have a bloody nose once. I was six. He made me angry. I was 
only playing, because I only jumped on him. I don’t know, but he made 
me really angry, so I hit him across the nose, and it became bloody. —
Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

Before we did fight a lot before yeah, but we did. Yes. We still have 
arguments but they don’t get as heated as before.  —Quagmire, 14 year 
old male 

I don’t have a, I do have a Dad but he lives far, far away. Because when 
I was a baby only, I didn’t like see him because my eyes were closed. —
Batman 1, 8 year old male 

 

 

… Views about workers 

Several participants talked about the workers who ran the group and the WAYSS 
children’s worker who introduced them to and also participated in the group. Their 
comments indicate the positive role workers had: 

You could talk to anybody there, like N (EE&T) and stuff. About 
anything, any problems or anything.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

Everyone was really nice.  —Rukia, 14 year old female 

Well, they’re pretty nice and stuff. And yeah. —Batman 1, 8 year old 
male 

They were friendly … they were pretty happy.  —Batman, 12 year old 
male 

Yeah the people there were really friendly as well and you got to meet 
other people from the other schools.  —Ginger, 13 year old female 
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VIEWS ABOUT WORKERS CONT’D 

This boy describes how he learnt about the group: 

I came into the kitchen. B… (WAYSS children’s worker) was here, and 
she’s like, hey, how would you like to come to our animal group. I just 
asked what it’s about. She tells me, and it sounded pretty good, so I 
decided to come at least once and see how it was.  —Barry, 14 year old 
male 

 

Some participants demonstrated insight into the workers’ skills: 

They taught me how to use animals properly. They were helping the 
kids and the animals.  —Sarah, 7 year old female 

Yeah, I think so. She’s one of the best, all of them, P…, and N… (EE&T).  
—Franga, 15 year old male 

Tufty (guinea pig) was K…’s favourite. N… liked Prince and P… liked 
Shazza and she liked all the originals really because they spent all the 
time with her.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

 

 

 

… Views about feelings 

Some participants talked about how they reacted to fear:  

Ah what kids do when they get scared … Well kids, we like chuck, some 
kids like, like get ‘em back, the other kids. Yeah.   
—Batman 1, 8 year old male 

Err … (long pause) … I practically don’t move. Yes. I just stay still like.  
—Quagmire, 14 year old male 

Yeah like when I was younger I used to basically not talk to anyone 
because I was scared of pretty much anyone and everything.   
—Barry, 14 year old male 

I wouldn’t attack someone unless they attacked me but yes… Knowing 
that there is somebody safe there.  —Quagmire, 14 year old male 

 

A few of them described what they did when they were worried and the following 
quotes demonstrate the different ways children and young people cope with 
anxiety: 
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I just think about it more. Like I’ll give you an example, like if I’m 
worried about Ginger (cat) I just think of ways that if he could still be 
alive and okay. Sometimes I want to think of the bad things, because 
stuff always happens when we least expect it, so I want to like expect all 
the bad things, so the good things come. Yeah. It kind of puts your mind 
off things.  —Batman, 12 year old female 

(I) just laugh. I just watch Funniest Home Videos. And my favourite 
video game.  —Bloodhaze, 9 year old male 

 

 

 

… Views about how the group could be 
improved 

Some participants talked about the animals: 

I reckon to make it a little bit better probably see more animals more of 
the time. Everybody loves animals.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

It could have been, but it’s all right Err You could just like probably like - 
(long pause) I don’t know really. Probably like maybe like go for a walk 
with the animals, or something.  —Fred,14 year old male 

I’m not sure, maybe use other animals, but I’m not sure.  —Ginger, 13 
year old female 

 

Others commented on the kids who attended the group: 

Well I was pretty spooked by everyone, actually. From the start … there 
was a lot of them. Because I’m not used to having a lot of people 
around me, so everybody’s talking to me at once, I’m just like, oh zoom, 
zoom … Probably, yeah (better to have) one at a time maybe. And just a 
couple afterwards.  —Barry, 14 year old male 

 

On the other hand, this young person found the interaction with other kids on the 
bus most helpful: 

Yeah. I think it’s better that you get all the kids there, then go (on the 
bus). Because if they all just go in their own cars, not only is it wasting 
a lot of petrol, but they all arrive there and they have to make friends 
and see the animals. So they could be friends on the bus and then they 
could focus on the animals, and see if they sit together like that.   
—Quagmire, 14 year old male 
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VIEWS ABOUT HOW THE GROUP COULD BE IMPROVED CONT’D 

He also went on to suggest that more funding would help to improve the group: 

Ahh. If they got more grants, like if they were able, if they had more 
freedom. … by not getting (a grant), they are not allowed to do some 
things like go in the cages of the birds. I wanted to do that so much and 
another thing, if they had more money they could probably get more 
kids in there, because there’s not much middle-aged kids. There’s the 
bigger kids, there’s the smaller kids and there’s no kids in between 
really. Then you have got the smaller, smaller kids.  Yes and they could 
get more people … so they could get another helper. —Quagmire, 14 
year old male 

 

But several participants felt the group was good: 

Not really it was pretty good.  —Batman, 12 year old male 

No. I think it was really fun how it was.  And I don’t think it’s changed 
that much. They’ve got new animals, I know that. —Franga, 15 year old 
male 

No. I reckon it was really awesome.  —Squish Ninja, 14 year old female 
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Summary 

The Animal Assisted Education and Therapy (AAET) group was developed and run 
by WAYSS for children and young people affected by homelessness and violence. 
The model of the group had been developed and implemented in 2005 in 
partnership with EE&T and has been running consistently, with different children, 
for the past five years. In order to expand and continue with the group WAYSS 
sought an independent evaluation of the group to assess its effectiveness as a 
therapeutic response to children and young people affected by homelessness and 
family violence. Evaluation of programs is critical for sustaining child abuse 
prevention programs and for quality assurance. This study was part of the 
commitment from WAYSS to improve its responses to children attending their 
service and to incorporate direct feedback from them in service delivery.  Feedback 
from service users is critical to effective service provision. What children have to 
say about services set up for them is essential for improving service delivery 

Child Abuse Prevention Research Australia (CAPRA) was asked to undertake this 
evaluation of the group. The chief aim was to hear directly from children and young 
people who had attended the group about their experiences of the group. 

The evaluation was intended as a preliminary investigation into the potential 
effectiveness of this type of therapeutic intervention in promoting children’s 
recovery from the effects of living with violence and their consequent 
homelessness. Anecdotal evidence had demonstrated that there had been a 
dramatic improvement in many areas of their lives. 

The results of the evaluation which presented direct quotes from the research 
participants demonstrated that: 

 Nearly all participants had enjoyed the group immensely and experienced it 
as fun and friendly, and something they had looked forward to every week. 
Many talked about feeling sad when they had completed the group. All 
participants expressed delight at being given a voucher to attend a further 
three sessions of the group as a token of appreciation for their participation 
in the evaluation. 

 The animals in the group were identified as the major appeal. Participants 
engaged with and became personally connected with the animals, knew the 
names of the animals and their histories. 

 Many of them recognised that they had changed since attending the group. 
Many talked about gaining confidence, changing from being quiet and shy to 
being friendly and positive. Others described being angry initially and one 
child said ‘it takes me a bit longer to get angry now’. Others were able to 
acknowledge their sensitivity and softness as positive qualities. 

 Through animal care activities, they learnt how to read when animals were 
afraid, anxious or feeling unsafe. They also learnt how animals could be 
comforted and made safe. 

 Many participants demonstrated a growth in empathy. Several described the 
warm feelings they experienced in nurturing, comforting and caring for these 
vulnerable animals and especially in reducing the animals’ fear and making 
them safe. 
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SUMMARY CONT’D 

Many demonstrated a capacity to transfer learned empathy into other social and 
familial relationships, and into more socially acceptable behaviours elsewhere. For 
most of them, the group provided an opportunity to develop friendships and 
interact socially with other participants. For some of them, it helped them overcome 
feelings of isolation and aloneness. 

Overall, the AAET group appears to have helped all the children and young people 
who participated in the pilot evaluation reconnect with peers and society giving 
them the opportunity to resume more beneficial development. 

 

 

Recommendations 

The pilot evaluation yielded very positive results on the effectiveness of the Animal 
Assisted Education and Therapy (AAET) group. However, as one of the fundamental 
aims of the group is to break the cycle of violence and reduce the use of violence 
by traumatised children in the future, further rigorous, long term research is 
required. This will provide concrete evidence of changes in these children’s trauma 
symptoms, their ability to regulate their emotions and their behavioural responses 
to anger and fear. 

It is recommended that future research: 

 Includes an evaluation pre-group and post-group. Children should be 
engaged in the evaluation before, during and after attendance at the group, 
and also followed up a year after attendance. 

 Develops specific psychometric tests to measure changes in their trauma 
symptoms, empathy, emotional regulation, self esteem, depression, social 
skills, and attachment capacity. Non-verbal changes in the children’s 
physical response to the group (i.e. changes in body language from initial 
entry to group to exit) would add a further dimension to the evaluation. 

 Includes a comparison with a control group of participants who do not 
attend the group (i.e. those who are on the Waiting List). 

 Obtain feedback from primary carers of the research subjects and the 
professionals involved with them as a further important component of future 
evaluation. 
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